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shake = SHARE + WORK
ShAKe offers Euralille district its
atypical and friendly silhouette. On
its spiral takes place a tree-lined
promenade of 250 meters which
ends in a 30 meter high belvedere.
Adapted to the evolutions
of a work world increasingly
decompartmentalized, ShAKe
tends to reinvent the office
building, opening it up to the city
and its inhabitants. The spiral that
draws the building is an invitation
to enter.
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The competition launched by the MEL, the city of Lille
and the SPL Euralille prompted the developer Nacarat
and the architecture studio PCA-STREAM to create the
program of this building in an innovative way to tackle
new challenges regarding office building design. Its
multidisciplinary team includes the investor
and the future main user of this complex, the
Caisse d’Epargne Nord France Europe. The
30,000 m² building will indeed host the future regional
headquarters of the Caisse d’Epargne of Hautsde-France region. ShAKe is a mixed-use program.
It will offer many services to the neighborhood,
including an incubator, a nursery, a fitness center,
restaurants, offices, co-working places, as well as
areas dedicated to urban agriculture and a cultural
and artistic exhibition space. Fully rooted in the city of
21st century, ShAKe is a new example of an ecosystem
capable to respond our new lifestyles.
ShAKe is a real estate complex [SHARE]
mixed with an office building [WORK]
combining city and nature, economy and
social life, work and relaxation. It is a unique
venue that encourages encounters between young
start-ups, well-established companies and local
residents.
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A NEW ECOSYSTEM IN EURALILLE
International competition for
Euralille 10.6’s plot

Euralille: a neighborhood
in the heart of Europe

To imagine a new major piece in the ambitious
architectural history of Euralille district, the SPL
Euralille, the MEL and the city of Lille organized an
international competition. ShAKe building designed
by PCA-STREAM and Nacarat was designated
as winners in front of the 3 other projects designed
by: OMA - BPD Marignan ; 3XN - Coldefy & Associés Altarea Cogedim ; MVRDV - O Architecture - Icade.

ShAKe settles in the Euralille district, at the heart of
Lille metropolis. Situated closed to Lille Flandres and
Lille Europe railway stations, Euralille district is
in close contact with major European cities
located a few cables away: London, Cologne,
Brussels, Rotterdam and Paris. With its 14,000
financial services, insurance, consulting and IT sectors
jobs, this district is a European hub in the heart of
the metropolis. At the forefront of urban innovation,
Euralille district was designed by the OMA-Rem
Koolhaas and is composed of buildings signed by
the greatest architects. Euralille is not just a
business district. It stands out because of the
diversity of its program offering a high quality of
life to its employees and inhabitants (140,000 m² of
housing : 4,000 people living in 2,000 housing units
including 780 student housing units.) Close to the city
center of Lille, Euralille offers a wide range of services
to businesses and residents, with its shops, hotel,
schools, cultural venues such as Aircraft, Zenith and
Tripostal, parks and public spaces. Being reinvented
and intensificated through the Euralille3000 project,
Euralille is the symbol of a dynamic metropolis in which
ShAKe naturally found its place.

« this project seduced the jury

because it reflects more open,

nomadic and collaborative ways
of working, and their possible
architectural translation.

   »

« shake opens to the city around

it. its green terraces form an

ascending promenade where the
users of the building and the
public meet.

» spl euralille, mel

and city of lille
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A WALK TO A BELVEDERE
A spiral design as figurehead
for the neighborhood
ShAKe offers to its district a singular figure. Its spiral
form rises in multiple terraces creating a
belvedere overlooking the city, the park of
the Dondaines, the casino and Lille-Flandres railway
station. Perched trees and accessible terraces give the
building its exceptional character. The spiral shape
of Shake adapts to its site: its south facade
rises into a figurehead for the neighborhood, while its
opposite side offers a smoother frontality towards the
park of the Dondaines.

A promenade building
Acting as an ecological corridor which invites the Park
of the Dondaines inside the building, the green roof
promenade ensures continuity between the
nature and the building. ShAKe is a promenadebuilding that answers contemporary urban and
ecological values: high environmental standards,
porosity of public and private spaces, quality of life in
dense district and attractiveness of shared spaces. The
building puts the movement of ascent at its heart, as
well as the value of accessibility, and the logic of urbanlandscape continuity.

these different forces naturally
resulted in the design of a
promenade-building whose spiral
shape is optimal to meet the stakes
of the site and give form to its mixed
ambitious program.
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Terraces on all floors
ShAKe’s terraces offer a wide variety of uses. Some
terraces are directly connected to the inside
programs, while others are totally open to
the public. They are networked by a generous step.
Each program has its own terrace, designed according
to its specific needs. The office spaces, co-working
and incubator can use them to work outside, organize
informal meetings, lunch out on fine days or to organize
events outside. The nursery’s terrace offers the
children a secured open-sky space. Sports programs’
terraces provide the public with outdoor activities.

Environmental performance,
users comfort, urban
agriculture and biodiversity
This spiral silhouette also ensures high energy
performance and comfort for its users.
The building creates an island of freshness in the
district, its trees regulating atmospheric pollution and
promoting biodiversity. Its terraces isolates it against
the peripheral noises, and let the natural light in. A
vegetable farm will be installed on the last levels of the
roof, providing ultra-fresh and seasonal local products
to the users of the building and the inhabitants of
the district. The production will be sold in a popup store or offered in the menu of the restaurants.
Ruches, perches and various plant species will
contribute to protect and promote biodiversity in urban
environments. They will be designed in partnership with
the League for the Protection of the Birds with witch
Nacarat collaborates since 2012.
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REINVENTING THE OFFICE BUILDING
Open up our existences
ShAKe reinvents the office building, taking
it from a urban rigid self-sufficient structure
to an open, supple and generous ecosystem
that offers resources and services to its occupants
and to neighborhood residents alike. While our
tools are evolving (laptops, smartphones, wifi, cloud
computing), our ways of work and our behaviors in
offices spaces deeply change. Work becomes much
more nomadic and collaborative. It is also intercalated
between multiple moments of daily life. This trend leads
companies to be more attentive to the comfort of their
employees, choosing places close to services that
offer pleasant shared spaces. Creating “third places”,
inspired by the hotel model, accompanies the desire
to mix populations and to open up office buildings
to a wider audience. Productive spaces tend to
reduce to the benefit of collaborative spaces.
ShAKe’s volumetry is fully responsive to these new
challenges. Its terraces are spaces of conviviality that
promote serendipity.

far more than a place to work
differently,

ShAKe is an ecosystem

that interacts with what each of us
may be every day: parent, colleague,

friend, spouse...
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From ownership to use and
sharing
A growing number of companies are looking for “à la
carte” spaces breaking from the shackles of a longterm lease. ShAKe embodies the intangible value
and the economy of functionality. It offers several
types of spaces adapted to contemporary
professional nomadism. The occupants will be
able to rent surfaces for short or long periods, offering
a radical alternative to the traditional 3-6-9 year-long
lease. The services offered by ShAKe are perfectly
adapted to the Euralille market. The building design
stacks several «capable volumes», each space being
able to mutate in the short or medium term.

Promote exchanges
and encounters
ShAKe offers a wide panel of services to improve
the quality of life of its occupants and contribute
to the dynamism of Euralille. It will become
a new place of life and encounters for the
neighborhood. It will offer services such as : a
nursery, sports areas and shared parking with the
neighborhood.
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A PLACE FOR ALL
Well-being and well-eating
ShAKe is an open building that welcomes all
audiences. It dispels the boundaries between
private spaces and public spaces. It offers
its parvis and its roofs to shared uses. Its terraces
accommodate urban vegetable gardens, a panoramic
restaurant, multi-sports grounds and even artistic
installations.

A place of open sharing
in the city
This office complex offers many services that will
not be reserved solely for its occupants. It is an
ecosystem that breaks the boundaries between work
moments and daily life. It opens its doors to the urban
environment in which it is rooted. It shares with
the nearby inhabitants services traditionally
closed and hidden within an office building,
such as an auditorium, meeting rooms, a wellness area,
a food-court open all day or a bakery.

the parvis is a place of convivial
life, a new place open to the arts.
the public space extends inside
and becomes a place of the village
dedicated to services.
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An urban parvis within
Euralille3000’s dynamic
ShAKe’s parvis connects with the networked
public spaces’ urban system. Oriented to the
south, the parvis is protected both from the sun and the
noises coming from the ring road. It creates a peaceful
and pleasant place. Linked to ground floor spaces,
the parvis hosts terraces for the working coffee and
open-air artistic works. Its gently sloping topography,
linking the park and the terraces, offers both a meeting
place, a seat, relaxation or even a playground for urban
sports. It accompanies a wider walk in connection with
Ekla’s parvis crossing the ring road. It rebalances urban
dimensions on both sides of the Rue de la Chaude
Rivière, particularly with the parvis of Onix.

The square of the village
and the parvis
ShAKe’s parvis is extended by its counterpart
inside the building that constitutes “the
place of the village“. It is a place of passage but
also of waiting or rest. It distributes all the functions
of the building and constitutes the nodal point of its
activity. The place of the village is located next to the
parvis through open and dynamic spaces of service,
largely glazed and porous, and replaces the parvis’
functions during the winter period.
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pca-stream
Founded and run by Philippe Chiambaretta,
PCA‑STREAM architecture studio puts the exploration
of contemporary mutations at the heart of its approach.
Going beyond the usual dichotomies between doing
and thinking, the specificity of PCA-STREAM lies in the
alliance between a theoretical and prospective vision,
carried out by its research laboratory Stream, and many
large-scale on-going projects.
PCA-STREAM works on a wide variety of programs
and project scales. The project # cloud.paris for the
Société Foncière Lyonnaise (40,000 m²), winner of the
MIPIM Awards 2016 in the “Best Office & Business
Development“ category, is a rehabilitation of five
buildings turned into an office campus situated in the
heart of the 2nd arrondissement of Paris. BlaBlaCar,
Facebook and Instagram have set their headquarters
there. The studio is also working on the development
of the Stream Building in Clichy-Batignolles, a wooden
structure mixed-use program, winner of the call for
innovative projects “Reinventing Paris“.
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Over the past 10 years, the book-magazine Stream
has gathered the reflections of international experts in
different fields (economics, geography, contemporary
art, engineering, biology, real estate, etc.) to offer an
overview of a chosen theme. Through this corpus,
the studio approaches projects in an innovative and
forward-looking way, seeing them as opportunities to
incubate those reflections and experiments on various
forms, programs and processes.

philippe chiambaretta
founder of pca ‑ stream studio
Arquitectura in Paris during ten years.
Graduated from the Ecole Nationale
Supérieure d’Architecture in Paris
in 2000, he created PCA-STREAM,
an architecture studio focused on
innovation and prospective. The
studio gathers a multidisciplinary
team of 50 collaborators with
varied expertises (architects, urban
planners, designers, engineers,
researchers, publishers ...) in order
to understand and respond to the
increasingly complex challenges of
Philippe Chiambaretta graduated from our contemporary world.
the École des Ponts et Chaussées in
Paris and from the MIT in Boston. He
has been leading the international
activities of Ricardo Bofill’s Taller de

AGENCE PCA-STREAM
Philippe Chiambaretta
Architectes
56-58 rue Vieille de Temple
75003 Paris, France
T+33 1 44 93 90 00
pca@pca-architecture.com
www.pca-architecture.com

Stream 01 - Exploration
published in 2008

Stream 02 - After-Office
published in 2012

Stream 03 - Habiter
l’Anthropocène - published in 2014

Stream 01 analyzes how exploration
(scientific, artistic, economic) has
become the nerve of the war of
knowledge capitalism.
Keywords : contemporary art,
spectacle, financialization, explorers,
starchitects, symbols…

Stream 02 explores the new modes
and workspaces in the knowledge
economy era.
Keywords: workspaces, cool
office, knowledge capitalism,
management, agility, talents,
creative ecosystems…

Stream 03 looks for conceptual tools
to think the paradigm shift that our
urban condition represents in the
Anthropocene era.
Keywords: globalization, urbanization,
climate change, living systems…
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team
NACARAT

CAISSE D’EPARGNE nord france europe

A multidisciplinary developer, Nacarat has been
growing its expertise in corporate and residential
real estate for more than 40 years, contributing to
the shaping of the urban landscape. 70% owned by
Rabot Dutilleul Investissement (a holding company of
the Rabot Dutilleul group) and 30% by Crédit Agricole
Nord de France, Nacarat is a northern France-based
company, established throughout France, in Belgium
and in Poland. Pioneer in the field of eco-design,
Nacarat is committed to a social and environmental
responsibility approach, based on the ISO 26000
standard. This commitment relies on operations with
high environmental and societal added value.

Caisse d’Epargne Nord France Europe is a regional
retail bank that supports the economic and social
development of the region and its stakeholders. It
is a co-operative bank, its capital is held by 12 local
savings companies with nearly 337,000 members.
With 1.8 million customers, 245 branches, 6
Business-Key Business Centers, 350 experts for
the Professionals market, 9 «professional» customer
centers (serving our clients, craftsmen, traders,
professions and VSEs ) and 2,360 employees, the
Caisse d’Epargne Nord France Europe realized in
2015 a Net Banking Income of more than 500 M€.
The Caisse d’Epargne Nord France Europe is currently
in the process of being brought closer to the Caisse
d’Epargne Picardie, which will soon lead to the creation
of the first bank in the new Hauts-de-France region.

Vue d’Euralille 1 : les sièges sociaux de Nacarat et
de la Caisse d’Epargne Nord France Europe
font face au site où s’élèvera ShAKe.
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EURATECHNOLOGIES

SPACES

Future occupant of the ShAKe incubator,
EuraTechnologies supports the development of all
digital entrepreneurs thanks to a unique methodology
and know-how in supporting companies, from their
inception to their international deployment. Created in
2009, EuraTechnologies has been ranked in Europe’s
top 10 accelerators by Fundacity, and the first in
France. In six years of existence, EuraTechnologies has
succeeded in establishing itself as the spearhead of
the French digital economy through French Tech: with
160 companies, 3,600 jobs, 100 incubating projects
each year, 500 annual events and an international
network (San Francisco, Dubai, Shanghai, New York,
Belo Horizonte).

Potential future operator of ShAKe workspaces,
Spaces is a concept born in Amsterdam to rethink our
workplaces and reinvent the way we work. Convinced
that the energy of workspaces can benefit the activity
that takes place there, they have based their concept
on the idea of community, cultivating a wide range of
members made up of visionaries, builders and creators.
Based on an international flexible workspaces’
network and a calendar of events and conferences,
Spaces develops a comprehensive range of services to
offer fresh encounters and opportunities their users.

VITAMINE T
Future social and solidary operator of the ShAKe
agricultural areas, the VITAMINE T Group is one of
the leaders of integration through economic activity
in France. It has 14 subsidiaries in the service trades,
circular economy, HR solutions and organic market
gardening. For the VITAMINE T Group, economic
efficiency and the general interest are intimately
linked to make our companies a tool against exclusion.
Their aim is to support those who are excluded from it
towards sustainable employment. Whether they have
always been or have fallen into precariousness as a
result of a life-threatening accident.

INGEROP
Future project manager of ShAKe, Ingérop is a
leading and significant actor both in France and
in the international market. They’re specialized in
engineering, sustainable mobility, energy transition
and living environment, which are contemporary major
issues. The group’s engineering is focused on technical
excellence, expertise, innovation, transversality and
adaptation of solutions to functional performance of its
customers.

TOPAGER
Future operator of the urban agriculture areas of
ShAKe, TOPAGER brings together the skills of
engineers, ecologists, agronomists, gardeners and
designers. They position the landscape in an original
and committed way. Proximity with the world of
research and the threefold competence of conceptionrealization-maintenance allows TOPAGER to design
and implement pragmatic and innovative solutions,
at the service of the creation of an edible and wild
urban landscape. It is not a matter of thinking only
about the choice of plants or plants, but of recreating
autonomous and sustainable ecosystems in the
city, connected to the territory and integrated in a
participatory way to the lifestyles of the inhabitants.
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TECHNICAL SHEET
Planner: SPL Euralille
Developer: Nacarat
Investor: Caisse d’Epargne Nord France Europe
Users and partners: Caisse d’Epargne Nord - France
Europe - Spaces - Euratechnologies - Vitamin T - Sodexo
- Circles - Fitness Corporate Nursery Attitude - Jooxter - Mapwize - BePark - Piks
Design - Manifesto - LPO - New Wind - Effipilot - Enedis Pouchain SAS
Marketing: BNP Paribas Real Estate
Architect: PCA-STREAM (Philippe Chiambaretta)
Landscape design: Topager
Environment: Tribu
Structure: Khephren
Fluids: Barbanel
Facades: VS-A
Project management: INGEROP
Total area: 30,000 m2
and 4,000 m2 of terraces
Program
Offices: 19,523 m2
Business center: 1,343 m2
Co-working: 3,418 m2
Incubator: 1,994 m2
Square of the village: 895 m2
Restaurants: 1,748 m2
Shops: 372 m2
Nursery: 633 m2
Fitness: 309 m2
Aparthotel: 486 m2
Building permit: 2017
Provisional delivery: 2021
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PCA-STREAM
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75003 Paris, France
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